30 Mixed Freesias
Planting Instructions
Freesias are delicate flowers perfect for cutting that have an extremely
fragrant, sweet scent. They are visually stunning, blooming in abundant
clusters in summer with trumpet-shaped, upward-pointing blossoms
on leafless stems. Freesias will reach a mature height of 12-24 inches
and are very easy to grow. Your package will contain a mixture of bold
colors, and the flowers will be long-lasting.
Please plant promptly.
SOIL PREPARATION: Your Freesias can be planted in average soil.
However, for better results, you can improve your soil by following these
simple instructions:
1. Rototill or spade your soil to a depth of 12-15 inches.
2. For proper drainage, mix a generous amount of sand in your soil.
PLANTING AND CARE:
1. Planting location: Full sun to partial shade.
2. Soil: Plant in any well-drained soil.  
3. Spacing: When planting, space 2-4 inches apart and
approximately 2 inches deep.
4. Watering: Water immediately after planting and during growth
cycle. During the plant dormancy period (after the foliage has
faded and dropped), let bulb dry out. Freesias have a tolerance to
summer drought.
CONTINUOUS CARE: After you have planted your Freesias, do not
disturb them. These bulbs are hardy in horticultural zones 9 and 10. If
you live outside of these zones, it is recommended that you dig the bulbs
before your local frost, dry them, and store them in a warm, dry, frostfree place.

CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children. Some plant material is not edible. While most plants are
harmless to individuals and animals, some may contain substances that are toxic, which can lead to
nausea, dizziness, headaches, or other uneasiness or discomfort. The only plant materials that should
be ingested or eaten are fruits or other known food plants. Contact your local poison control center
immediately if ingested and advise them of the ingested plant.
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